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Dear Friend: 

Here is a new program in the jazz world-Jazz Laboratory at 
Bennington is an exciting six week session of playing and 
learning jazz in the familiar "guild" structure common to the 
European tradition and the oral tradition of African and 
Eastern music. 

Master musicians are performers who have established their 
own special music styles. The performance of their music will 
be their method of teaching. Experimenting masters will be 
in-residence to write and experiment with new jazz forms. 
Craftsmen are core musicians serving continued teaching 
functions. 

The apprentice musicians who attend Jazz Laboratory have 
a non-academic structure in which to immerse themselves 
totally in playing music to develop their personal style. 

Previous competent training, as outlined in the prerequisites, 
assures that the apprentice can be receptive to the three 
strong emphases of the program: 

Theory-how to identify a personal style through learning 
how others have solved similar problems from the constant 
and basic music vocabulary. 
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Application-the opportunity to structure performances to 
explore one's development, using masters, craftsmen and 
fellow students as resources. 

Experimentation-as a performance resource to masters 
and other students writing and playing new jazz forms. 

Your own involvement in music will spark the understanding 
that Jazz Laboratory is a FIRST. Could you hang this poster 
where prospective students will 'get the message'? 

I invite you to call me if you have any questions, comments, 
or recommendations of students . I can be reached through : 
Bennington Summers, 35 West 92nd Street, New York, N.Y. 
10025, Tel. (212) 662-2820. 

Sincerely, 

Christopher White 
Director 



Tear off information sheet ... 

Six Week Session July 5 To August 15, 1976 
Advisory committee for Jazz Laboratory: David Amram, David Bailey, Arthur Bloom, Mar i Jo Johnson, Jimmy Owens, Billy Taylor, 

Harold Taylor, Christopher White 

Here's a once-in-a-iifetime opportunity to 
live, study and play jazz with the masters, 
to pack into one unforgettable summer 
the equivalent of several years of jazz 
experience. 
It's the Jazz Laboratory at Bennington and 
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between July 5 and August 15, 1976, it will bring together 
50 professional jazz performers, composers, critics and edu
cators into daily contact with 300 students-young musicians and 
composers (professional and near-professional) and gifted con
servatory, university and secondary school jazz students. 
If you can qualify for admission, your immersion in jazz for six 
weeks of concentrated work and performance will be total. You'll 
choose with whom and how you wish to study, have ample time 
to work on your own personal projects. Your days will pass swiftly 
among workshop-classes, individual practice and group 
interchange. 

Jazz Laboratory will be a serious artistic retreat. There will be no 
"scheduled" performances and no imported concerts. All music 
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events will flow naturally from interests 
and relationships you form with fellow 
students and jazz masters. 

Technical training on instruments will be 
provided, of course, and arranging, compos
ing, improvisation and ensemble playing will 

be thoroughly explored. You'll also learn about the influ-
ence of jazz on other areas of culture: on the dance and the 

musical theate r, on the work of non-jazz composers, on pop and 
rock music and on literature. All in the lovely rural setting of 
Bennington College, Bennington, Vermont, with the full facilities 
of the college available to you. It's a magnificent site for musical 
events, both indoor and outdoor, individual and group. 

Only students who can demonstrate the necessary qualifications 
will be accepted, and registration is limited to assure the intimate 
atmosphere necessary for both good jazz and learning. 
Applications for Jazz Laboratory must be received by March 1, 
1976. The total fee for room, board and tuition for the six-week 
session is $1,500. Scholarship aid is available. 

PREREQUISITES: All applicants are expected to be completely familiar with basic music language, standard notation systems, diatonic harmony, and have some ear-training. 
Applicants should have and be able to perform basic rhythms; construct and play scales, intervals and modes ; to spell out qualities of major, minor, augmented and dimin
ished through the ninth chords; and sufficient experience in performing ensembles to understand their personal respcnsibility , blending, and have confidence in their own 
perf ormance. AUDITION: Applicants must submit an audition tape or record of either best performance or technical proficiency by March 15. Applicants will be notified 
by April 15. All tapes and records will be returned. (Non-U.S. applicants must submit tapes or records by May 1. Foreign applicants should inquire at their own, or a U.S. 
Consulate for specifics on visa and immigration.) APPLICA TIO N: An application fee of $5 must accompany the tape and letter with the following information: name , 
address , te lephone number , age, highest level of scholastic training completed and where, or if self taught, proficiency on other instruments, and principal jazz interest. 
SEND: Appl ications , tapes or records, and requests for further information should be sent to : BENNINGTON -SUMMERS, 35 West 92nd Street, New York, New York 10025 . 

Jazz Laboratory at Bennineton 
Christopher White, Director 


